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The linear intrabandsintersubleveld optical magnetoabsorption between the valence-band states in thin
disk-shaped self-assembled quantum dots is studied. Strain is modeled with the continuum mechanical ap-
proach, while band mixing and the magnetic field are taken into account through the axially symmetrick ·p
model. The absorption spectra in InAs/GaAs and Ge/Si quantum dots are computed for the case when a
magnetic field perpendicular to the dot’s base is present for bothp-polarization in the Voigt configuration and
s-polarization in the Faraday configuration. Due to the selection rules, the transitions between the states which
differ by ±1 in the total angular momentumsFzd dominate fors-polarized light, while the transitions between
the states of differentFz are strictly forbidden forp-polarization. In InAs/GaAs quantum dots, the magnetic
field brings about a red shift of the absorption peak fors-polarized light, while the absorption peak for
p-polarization is blue-shifted with respect to the zero field case, and also the absorption curves widen. In
Ge/Si, much smaller shifts of the absorption curves due to the magnetic field are found and almost no
widening occurs, which is attributed to the larger number of energy levels in Ge/Si dots. The obtained results
compare favorably with the spectroscopic measurements at zero magnetic field, especially with regard to the
relative energies of the absorption peaks fors- andp-polarized light.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing interest in quantum dots, which are
expected to have numerous possible applications, like lasers
and photonic detectors.1,2 The zero-dimensional density of
states in quantum dots allows for absorption of arbitrary po-
larized light, which has a great advantage over quantum
wells, where absorption of in-plane polarized light in the
conduction band is prohibited. In the valence band of the
quantum well, however, band mixing lifts this shortcoming,
but the larger effective mass of holes decreases the photore-
sponse ofp-type doped quantum-well infrared photodetec-
tors sQWIP’sd. In order to take full advantage of the low
conduction electron effective mass, quantum dot infrared
photodetectorssQDIP’sd are usually doped with donors, and
usually rely on discrete-to-continuum transitions.2,3 Discrete-
to-discrete intersubband transitions occur in intersubband
spectroscopy, which has emerged as a powerful tool to probe
the electronic structure of quantum wells and dots.4–6 To
explain spectroscopic data, discrete-to-discrete intersublevel
absorption should be appropriately modeled which is the aim
of the present paper. For example, inp-type doped quantum
dots, band mixing should be taken into account, and also the
strain distribution, if the structure is grown on a lattice mis-
matched substrate. The discrete-to-discrete intersubband
transitions in the valence band of quantum wells were treated
in Ref. 7 for the first time. Subsequently, the discrete-to-
continuum intersubband transitions in the valence band of
quantum wells, aiming to explain the photocurrent measure-
ments onp-type doped QWIP’s were considered.8,9 It has
been recently demonstrated that by coping with the valence
band intersubband transitions one may rely on band mixing

to tailor the optical properties of a nanostructure.10

Quantum dots are most efficiently formed by the Stranski-
Krastanow mode of epitaxial growth. Due to strain fields,
these structures self-assemble in vertical stacks. Quantum
dots of various shapes and sizes, and also of various materi-
als, have been fabricated by this method, but InAs quantum
dots grown on a GaAs substrate have been most comprehen-
sively studied to date. Because of the unperfect control of the
dot’s size, intersublevel absorption lines in the conduction
band of an InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dotsSAQDd
are subject to strong inhomogeneous broadening.5,6 Another
interesting system to realize QDIP’s isp-type doped
Ge/Si.11,12 Intersubband transitions in the valence band of
Ge/Si quantum wells are promising for lasing in the THz
range.13 For a similar case of three dimensional confinement,
there has been a quest to realize so-called quantum-dot cas-
cade lasers.14–16 For the much more explored quantum-well
cascade lasers, it has been shown that the external magnetic
field is beneficial for their performance.17–21 The theoretical
study of the influence of a magnetic field on quantum-dot
cascade lasers has been tackled only very recently.14 Treat-
ments of SAQD’s in presence of a magnetic field, including
strain and band mixing, are practically nonexistent. A notable
exception is Ref. 22, where the magnetoluminescence spec-
tra were modeled. Recently, intersublevel transitions in
n-type doped InAs/GaAs SAQD’s, including both mixing
and strain but in the absence of an external magnetic fields
were addressed theoretically.23

In this paper, a model for discrete-to-discrete intersublevel
absorption in the valence band of cylindrical SAQD’s is pre-
sented. In contrast to previous works, we consider intersub-
level transitions between the holes, and also include an ex-
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ternal magnetic field directed perpendicularly to the dot’s
base. The continuum mechanical approach is adopted to
model the strain distribution, which is then entered into the
multibandk ·p theory of the valence-band electronic struc-
ture. The variations of the transition matrix elements with the
magnetic field are determined. Selection rules are ascertained
for both the Faraday configuration, where in-planessd polar-
ized light is incident on the sample, and the Voigt configu-
ration, where we assumep-polarization. The influence of the
magnetic field on the absorption-line shape is examined. The
results are compared with the previously published experi-
mental results on linear absorption inp-type doped SAQD’s
of similar geometry as analyzed here.5,6

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the models
of strain and electronic structure are briefly explained. The
model for intersublevel absorption is discussed in Sec. III.
The results of our calculation are given and discussed in Sec.
IV. Our conclusions are given in Sec. V. In the appendix we
give the matrix elements and selection rules needed in the
calculation of the intersublevel absorption.

II. STRAIN AND THE SINGLE-PARTICLE ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE

The strain distribution is extracted from the three-
dimensional continuum mechanical model, in which the dis-
placements are discretized by means of first-order finite ele-
ments onto a nonuniform mesh. The model is explained in
detail in Refs. 24 and 25. For a small average number of
holes in the quantum dot, like 1-2, the intersublevel absorp-
tion may be computed in the single hole picture, without
losing details at the scale of 100 meV of the photon energy.
The 636 multiband Pikus-Bir HamiltonianH, which con-
sists of the kinetic partHk, the strain partHs, and the poten-
tial V due to the band offset at the dot-barrier interface, i.e.,

H = Hk + Hs + V, s1d

is used to compute thevb states.Hk and Hs have the same
form,26,27

Hk,s = 3
Ehh+ Î2S − S 0 − R − Î2R

Î2S† Elh+ Î2Q− R 0 Î3S

− S† Î2Q− Eso+ Î2R − Î3S 0

0 R† Î2R† Ehh− Î2S† − S†

− R† 0 − Î3S† Î2S Elh− Î2Q+

− Î2R† Î3S† 0 − S Î2Q+ Eso−

4 ,

s2d

with the matrix elements additionally labeled byk and s,
respectively. BothHk and Hs are modified to establish the
full axial symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which inV is en-
forced by an assumed cylindrical shape of the dot.24 The
matrix elements ofHk are given by

Ehh±k = Pk + Qk 7 3kmBB, s3ad

Elh±k = Pk − Qk 7 kmBB, s3bd

Eso±k = Pk − D 7 s1 + 2kdmBB, s3cd

Pk = −
"2

2m0
g1skx

2 + ky
2 + kz

2d, s3dd

Q±k = Qk ± Mz s3ed

Qk = −
"2

2m0
g2skx

2 + ky
2 − 2kz

2d, s3fd

Mz = s1 + kdmBB, s3gd

Rk =
"2

2m0

Î3
g2 + g3

2
k−

2, s3hd

Sk =
"2

2m0

Î6g3k−kz, s3id

wherekx, ky, andkz denote the components of thevb electron
wave vector along thef100g, f010g, and f001g crystallo-
graphic direction, respectively,k±=kx± iky, g1, g2, g3, andk
are the Luttinger parameters,D is the spin-orbit split-off en-
ergy, mB is the Bohr magneton, andB is the magnetic field,
oriented along thez direction.

In Hs, the shear strains and the difference between«xx and
«yy in the off-diagonal terms are neglected, and moreover all
diagonal strain tensor components are averaged over the po-
lar angle in cylindrical coordinates. Such modifications de-
liver axially symmetricHs, which contains the following ma-
trix elements:

Ehh+s = Ehh−s = Ps + Qs, s4ad

Elh+s = Elh−s = Ps − Qs, s4bd

Esos= Ps, s4cd

Ps = avs«̄xx + «̄yy + «̄zzd, s4dd

Q+s = Q−s =
b

2
s«̄xx + «̄yy − 2«̄zzd, s4ed

Rs = 0, s4fd

Ss = 0. s4gd

Here,av andb denote the deformation potentials for the va-
lence band, while«̄xx, «̄yy, and«̄zz are angular averages of the
diagonal strain tensor components. The effect of the piezo-
electric field on the electronic structure of flat quantum dots
is small,2 therefore it is neglected in the present model.
Moreover, the thin wetting layer is disregarded in the model,
since it affects mainly the states near the energy continuum.

The magnetic field is taken into account in the symmetric
gauge. In Eq.s2d, it is convenient to introducek+ andk−,
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k± = kx ± iky = − i exps± iwdS ]

]r
±

i

r

]

]w
7

r

2lc
2D , s5d

instead ofkx andky. In Eq. s5d, w andr are the polar angle
and the radial coordinate, respectively, whilelc=Î" / seBd de-
notes the magnetic lengthse is the elementary charged.

The envelope functions are expanded into a basis which
consists of products of 10r-dependent Bessel functions and
100 sin/cos functions along thez direction. Furthermore, the
symmetry with respect to thez=0 plane is used to alleviate
the computation of eigenstates. Thez component of the total
angular momentumFz= fz" and the state’s parity, denoted
here asP, are good quantum numbers for avb electron. To
each envelope function, there corresponds the envelope an-
gular momentumL= ln" sn=1, 2, . . . ,6d for a givenFz. For
the state with the eigenenergyEi, the nth envelope function
has the form:

Finsw,r,zd =
1

Î2p
Csr,zdeil inw. s6d

The envelope function spinor for the evenvb state has the
form

3
Fi1

Fi2

Fi3

Fi4

Fi5

Fi6

4 = 3
Ci1

+ eil i1w

Ci2
− eil i2w

Ci3
− eil i3w

Ci4
− eil i4w

Ci5
+ eil i5w

Ci6
+ eil i6w

4 = 3
Ci1

+ eisfz−3/2dw

Ci2
− eisfz−1/2dw

Ci3
− eisfz−1/2dw

Ci4
− eisfz+3/2dw

Ci5
+ eisfz+1/2dw

Ci6
+ eisfz+1/2dw

4 , s7d

where the parities are explicitly labeled in the superscripts,
and are reversed for the odd state. Note that the zone-center
basis functions are arranged as in Ref. 24. In addition tofz
and P, the lowestulnu=X among six bands is used in the
symbolXfz

P to denote thevb state.

III. TRANSITION MATRIX ELEMENTS
AND INTERSUBLEVEL ABSORPTION

The appropriate quantity to describe the intersublevel ab-
sorption in quantum dots is the effective cross section28

ss"vd =
p

ne0cvAo
i,f

ukFfuHintuFilu2

3JsEi,Ef,"vdffFD
shdsEid − fFD

shdsEfdg, s8d

where n denotes the index of refraction,e0 is the vacuum
permittivity, c is the speed of light,"v is the photon energy,
A is the intensity of the magnetic vector potential of the light
wave, indicesi and f are for the initial and the final state,
respectively,Fi and Ff denote the valence band envelope
function spinors of the two states, whileEi and Ef denote
their energies.Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian elaborated
below, andfFD

shd is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for
the holes. The Fermi level is obtained as the solution of the
equation

Nh = o
P,fz,m

fFD
shdsEP,fz,m

d, s9d

for a given number of holes per quantum dotNh.
In the absence of broadening, like due to interaction with

polar optical phonons,J takes the formdsEi −Ef −"vd. The
interaction with optical phonons, as an example, leads to
homogeneous broadening, described by the Lorentzian of
width G,

JsEi,Ef,"vd =
G/s2pd

sEf − Ei − "vd2 + G2/4
. s10d

The existence of a phonon bottleneck, due to the zero dimen-
sional density of states, was predicted some time ago.29

However, it was argued that the model of weak coupling
between electrons and phonons in quantum dots is dubious,
and was subsequently replaced by a model based on
polarons.30–32 The intersublevel relaxation time in the va-
lence band of a single InAs/GaAs SAQD was measured
recently.33 More recently, it was determined that the polaron
decay depends on the transition energy, which is accounted
for by the finite lifetime of the phonon in a polaron.2,32 De-
scription of the real process of electron-photon interaction in
the phonon bath is beyond the scope of the devised model,
and therefore a simple relaxation-time approximation is
adopted to describe the line broadening. However, the shape
of the absorption line in fabricated quantum-dot ensembles is
dominantly affected by the spread of the dot size,5,6 which
brings about inhomogeneous broadening due to energy levels
variation. In order to model such system, we employ the
Gaussian distribution function

JsEi,Ef,"vd =
1

Î2pG
expS−

sEf − Ei − "vd2

2G2 D . s11d

The interaction Hamiltonian is given by

Hint = eAe ·v, s12d

wherev=¹kH /" denotes the velocity operator ande is the
unit polarization vector of light. Note that the interaction
Hamiltonian is derived in the Coulomb gauge, which is a
special case of the symmetric gauge employed for the elec-
tronic structure calculation. In the following, we consider the
matrix elementM =kFfue¹kHuFil. For s-polarized light, there
exists an in-plane anisotropy of the intersublevel absorption,
which is not relevant for our axially symmetric model of the
electronic structure, and therefore we decided to average the
modulus squared of the matrix element over the polar angle
u of e in the cylindrical coordinates. The calculation of the
transition matrix element fors-polarized light uM'u2 pro-
ceeds along the lines listed below:

s1d The kernel of the transition matrix elementm'sM'

=eVm'dVd is written as

m' = o
k=1

4

Ff
†O'kFiQ'ksu,wd + o

k=1

2

Ff
†P'kFiF'kswd. s13d

O'k and P'k denote theoverlap and dipole matricesswith
respect to thez directiond, given in Tables VII and VIII of
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Appendix B, respectively. The in-plane anisotropy of the
transition matrix element is contained inQ'k, shown in
Table VII, hence it affects only the overlap part of the matrix
element. The dipole matrix elements are selected byF'k
functions, shown in Table VIII.

s2d ] /]w is replaced by its eigenvalueil in, and the inte-
grals overf in the transition matrix elements are evaluated
analytically. Thel in is extracted for a givenfz of the initial
state and the indexn is arranged by overlap or dipole matrix.
The integrals overr andz are computed numerically. It turns
out that the transition matrix elements are given as linear
combinations of thecomponent matrix elements, which are
classified as overlap integrals,

o =E
0

Rt

rdrE
−Hz

+Hz

dzC fm8ÔCim, s14d

and dipole matrix elements,

p =E
0

Rt

rdrE
−Hz

+Hz

dzC fm8zCim. s15d

In Eqs.s14d ands15d, Ô denotes eitherj or y, defined in Eqs.
sB1d and sB2d, respectively, the operatorz is given in Eq.
sB3d, Rt and 2Hz denote the radius and the height of the
cylinder employed to expand the envelope functions of the
vb states in quantum dots, andm andm8 are number of the
states which take part in the overlap integrals and dipole
matrix elements. The component matrix elements are addi-
tionally labeled by subscripts' for s-polarized light andi

for p-polarized light. For the later use, we denote the num-
bers of the nonzero matrix elements inO'k andP'k by n'Ok
andn'Pk, respectively.

s3d uM'u2 is formed as linear combination ofo'kj
* o'k8 j8,

p'kj
* o'k8 j8, and p'kj

* p'k8 j8 terms, wherej counts the non-
zero matrix elements inO'k and P'k. The coefficients
which multiply these terms depend not only onu but also on
the orbital momenta of the two envelope functions which
participate in the component matrix elements.

s4d The coefficients inuM'u2 are averaged overu, which
gives selection rules for the envelope angular momenta of
the envelope functions used to compute the products
o'kj

* o'k8 j8 andp'kj
* o'k8 j8. These rules are expressed by ma-

tricesD andL, given in Eqs.sC1d and sC2d, respectively.
The expression for the in-plane average of the matrix el-

ement uM'u2 derived according to the previous procedure
readssDkk8=Dkk8s1d+Dkk8s−1dd

uM'u2 =
1

4o
k=1

4

o
j=1

n'ok

uo'kju2sdl j8,l j−1 + dl j8,l j+1d + o
k=1

2

up'kju2dl j8,l j

+ 2o
k=1

4

o
j=1

n'Ok

o
j8. j

n'Ok

Reso'kj
* o'kj8Dkkd

+ 2o
k=1

4

o
k8=1

k

o
j=1

n'Ok

o
j8=1

n'Ok8

Reso'kj
* o'k8 j8Dkk8

d

+ 2o
k8=1

2

o
k=1

4

o
j=1

n'Pk

o
j8=1

n'Ok8

Resp'k8 j8
* o'kjLkk8d

+ 2o
k=1

2

o
j=1

n'Pk

o
j8. j

n'Pk

Resp'kj
* p'kj8ddl

j8
8 ,l j8

dl j8,l j
. s16d

For p-polarized light, there is no dependence onu, there-
fore the matrix elementMi, is much easier to calculate. Its
kernel is given by

mi = o
k=1

2

Ff
†OikFiQikswd + Ff

†PiFi . s17d

The overlap matricesOik and functionsQik are given in
Table IX of Appendix B. Here, it is not necessary to expand
the modulus squared of the matrix element, and also the
selection rules are much simpler. Hence,

Mi = o
j=1

niO1

oi1jdl j8,l j−1 + o
j=1

niO2

oi2jdl j8,l j+1 + o
j=1

niP

pi jdl j8,l j
, s18d

with the symbols having similar meanings as in Eq.s16d. It is
easy to prove that irrespective of the values offz of the initial
and the final state, the equal parity states produce zeroMi.
Therefore, the expression forMi is simplified to

Mi = o
j=1

niP

pi jdl j8,l j
, s19d

whereniP=10, as Eqs.sB8d and sB11d indicate. Because of
the structure ofPi and the selection rule for the envelope
angular momenta, only the states of equalfz produce finite
Mi.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model is applied to InAs/GaAs and Ge/Si quantum
dots with base radiusR=8 nm and heighth=3 nm. Such
p-doped InAs/GaAs and Ge/Si SAQD’s were fabricated
recently.5,6,12 The material parameters for the two dots are
given in Table I. The average number of holes per quantum
dot amounts to 2 in our calculation. For the Lorentzian, Eq.
s10d, we useG=1.88 meV, which corresponds to the recently
measured intraband relaxation timet=0.7 ps in InAs/GaAs
SAQD’s,33 and the same value is adopted for the Ge/Si
SAQD. For the Gaussian curve, Eq.s11d, G=20 meV seems
to be a reasonable choice. The magnetic field spans the range
0øBø40 T, while all states of sizable contribution to ab-
sorption in the range −9/2ø fzø9/2 are taken into account
when computing the intersublevel absorption. For the tem-
perature we chooseT=77 K. The envelope functions are ex-
panded onto a cylinder of radiusRt=32 nm and height 2Hz
=80 nm. No compositional mixing between the dot and the
barrier material is taken into account. Zero energy is taken to
be at the top of the valence band in the matrix, and the
energy axis points upwards from the valence to the conduc-
tion band.
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A. Hole states and transition matrix elements

If the magnitude of anyln in the vb envelope function
spinor is zero, the ground state of the holes may be obtained.
Such situation arises in theS±3/2

± andS±1/2
± states, where the

orbital momentum of the heavy holeshhd and light hole
equalsslhd zero, respectively. Furthermore, most bright ab-
sorption lines are due to transitions which involve states of
these two symmetries, therefore their energy levels in
InAs/GaAs SAQD are shown in Figs. 1sad and 1sbd, and for
Ge/Si SAQD in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd. In the absence of the
magnetic field,X± fz

± states are degenerate withX7fz
7 states, but

B.0 lifts the degeneracy. Fermi level, shown by the dotted-
dashed curves in Figs. 1 and 2, is computed for the two holes
in the quantum dot. Because of the compressive strain and
the larger effective mass of the heavy holes, 1S+3/2

+ and 1S−3/2
−

states have the highest energies in both quantum dots in the
whole explored range ofB, and the lowest energy states of
the other angular momenta are well separated in InAs/GaAs
SAQD. In practice, only these two states are populated for
the chosen acceptor density in InAs/GaAs.

In contrast, for Ge/Si SAQD the 1S+1/2
+ and 1S−1/2

− states
shown in Fig. 2sbd are not far from the pair of ground states
displayed in Fig. 2sad, and therefore some population of the
fz= ±1/2 states may be expected at 77 K, the temperature
which we considered in our calculation. The increase of the
1S−3/2

− energy above the 1S+3/2
+ level does not seem to be

unusual if one recalls that the envelope functionF4 sfor the

heavy holesd in the 1S−3/2
− state is even. 1S+3/2

+ and 1S−3/2
−

states split by a rather small amount in InAs/GaAs SAQD,
and even smallersvirtually zerod splitting is found in Ge/Si
quantum dots. In theS±1/2

± states, zero envelope orbital mo-
mentum belongs to the light holes, which have lower ener-
gies due to strain, and also a larger splitting with respect to
the S±3/2

± states. Thevb states in all shells do not exhibit
anticrossings, except for the states near the energy con-
tinuum.

The overlap matrices fors-polarized light, shown in Table
VII of Appendix B, andDoo functions, given in Eq.sC1d,
favor transitions between equal-parity states with ±1 differ-
ence in fz, as shown in Table II. The three largestuM'u2 at
zero-field, and also the three largestuM'u2 for the transitions
from the 1S+3/2

+ state, are displayed in Table II, with the rank
of the 1S+3/2

+ -derived transitions displayed in the boxes. The
envelope angular momenta in all displayed states guarantee a
nonzero value foruM'u2, which may be large for the transi-
tions which include not only theS±3/2

± andS±1/2
± but alsoP±5/2

±

and D±7/2
± states. The transitions which do not satisfyfz

= fz8±1 and have opposite parity are also allowed by the di-
pole matrices in Eq.s13d, but rather lowuM'u2 is computed
for them. When deriving Eq.s19d, we explained that only the
states of equalfz and opposite parity giveuMiu2Þ0, as shown
in Table III for the InAs/GaAs SAQD, where the largest
matrix elements are displayed, and also where the transitions
from 1S±3/2

± states are explicitly labeled in boxes. Slightly
different order of the largest transition matrix elements in the

TABLE I. Material parameters of GaAs, InAs, Si, and Ge, relevant for the calculation of intersublevel
absorption in the valence band of InAs/GaAs and Ge/Si SAQD’s. All the values for GaAs and InAs are
taken from Ref. 34, and for Si and Ge from Ref. 35 except where it is explicitly indicated.

Parameter GaAs InAs Si Ge

D seVd 0.341 0.39 0.044 0.297

g1 6.98 20.00 4.285 13.38

g2 2.06 8.5 0.339 4.24

g3 2.93 9.2 1.446 5.69

k 1.28g 7.68h −0.26h 3.41h

ac seVd −7.17 −5.08 −5.10 −9.50

av seVd 1.16 1.00 0 0

b seVd −2.0 −1.8 −2.1 −2.9

d seVd −4.8 −3.6 −4.85 −5.28

n 3.255a,i 3.51i 3.38b,i 4i

a snmd 0.565325c 0.60583d 0.54304e 0.56598f

C11 s1010 N/m2d 12.21 8.329 16.75 13.15

C12 s1010 N/m2d 6.498 0.494 5.66 4.526

C44 s1010 N/m2d 8.007 0.684 6.00 3.959

aT=0 K value;nsTd=3.255s1+4.5310−5Td.
bT=0 value;nsTd=3.38s1+3.9310−5Td.
cT=300 K value;asTd=0.565325+3.88310−6sT−300 Kd.
dT=300 K value;asTd=0.60583+2.74310−6sT−300 Kd.
eT=298.15 K value;asTd=0.54304+1.8138310−5sT−298.15 Kd+1.542310−9sT−298.15 Kd2.
fT=300 K value;asTd=0.56598+4.14310−6sT−300 Kd.
gReference 36
hReference 37.
iReference 35.
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Ge/Si quantum dot is found, as Tables IV and V show fors-
andp-polarized light, respectively.

In order to illustrate the localization of the hole wave
functions, the effective potentials for thehh, lh, and the split-
off ssod band along thex direction are plotted in Fig. 3sad for
InAs/GaAs SAQD. Because of the strain and the band off-
set, the heavy holes are confined within the dot, while the
light holes are expelled towards the lateral surface of the dot.
The confinement of theso holes is established by means of
mixing with thelh band. The 1S±3/2

± states are only populated
for the assumed two holes in the InAs/GaAs SAQD, and
therefore we show their probability density in Fig. 3sbd,
where thehh, lh, andso components are resolved, and the
percentage of contribution of each band in the total probabil-
ity density of the holes is explicitly given in the figure. The
hh hole cloud, whose peak is located in the center of the dot,
gives the dominant contribution to the probability density,
while thelh andsohole clouds are substantially smaller. The
probability density of the 1P+5/2

+ hole state, which makes the
largest matrix element fors-polarized light, is plotted in Fig.
3scd. Here, a largerlh contribution is found than in the initial
1S+3/2

+ state. As inferred from Eqs.sB4d and sB5d and the
composition of the states shown in Fig. 3, only a few com-
ponent overlap integrals are relevant for the transition matrix

TABLE II. Three largest optical transition matrix elements in
InAs/GaAs quantum dots fors-polarized light. Each transition is
accompanied with its Kramers counterpart, which occurs between
states of reversed total angular momentum and opposite parity.
Rank of the hole transition from the 1S+3/2

+ states, which are shown
in Fig. 4, is displayed in boxes.

Eif uM'u2

Rank Transition smeVd s10−3 eV2 nm2d

1 1S+1/2
+ −3S−1/2

+ 111.59 9.85

2 1P+5/2
+ −4S+3/2

+ 136.23 8.46

3, 1□ 1S+3/2
+ −1P+5/2

+ 37.10 5.18

2□ 1S+3/2
+ −6S+1/2

+ 188.13 5.02

3□ 1S+3/2
+ −7S+1/2

+ 192.50 3.23

FIG. 1. The energy spectrum in the valence band of InAs/GaAs
single quantum dot as it varies with the magnetic field:sad S±3/2

± and
sbd S±1/2

± states. Even and odd hole states are shown by the solid and
dashed lines, while the dotted-dashed lines denote the position of
the Fermi level. The energy is measured from the valence-band top
in the matrix upwards.

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for Ge/Si quantum dots:sad
S±3/2

± and sbd S±1/2
± states.
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element fors-polarized light. These are the overlaps between
s1d the hh envelope functions,s2d between thehh and lh
envelope functions, ands3d between thelh envelope func-
tions. Comparison of Figs. 3sbd and 3scd reveals that the
overlap between thehh envelope functions of the 1P+5/2

+ state
and thelh envelope functions of the 1S+3/2

+ state produces the
main part in the transition matrix element, while the overlaps
between the twolh envelope functions give a much smaller
contribution, and only tails of thehh hole clouds overlap in
this matrix element. In contrast, forp-polarization, the main
part of the dipole matrix element is due to thehh envelope
functions of the states which take part in the transition. As
already shown, the 1S+3/2

+ −4S+3/2
− transition and its Kramers

degenerate counterpart produce the largest transition matrix
elements, and therefore the probability density in the 4S+3/2

−

state is displayed in Fig. 3sdd. Like for the 1S+3/2
+ state, theF1

function dominate in the 4S+3/2
− state, hence the dipole matrix

element between them offers the largest transition matrix el-
ement forp-polarized light, as indicated by the dipole matrix
given by Eq.sB11d.

In addition to the hole energy levels, the matrix elements
squared take different values with increasing magnetic field,
as illustrated in Fig. 4sad for the three largestuM'u2 where the
initial hole state hasS±3/2

± symmetry in the InAs/GaAs quan-
tum dot. The population of only the 1S+3/2

+ and 1S−3/2
− states

demonstrated in Fig. 1 reduces the contribution of the other
transition matrix elements. The transition energiesEif =Ef
−Ei, shown in Fig. 4sbd, are also affected by the magnetic
field. The energy shifts are less than about 20 meV for fields
up to 40 T. In each pair, oneuM'u2 increases withB, and can
reach a maximum, while the value of the other counterpart
decreases, taking extremely low values for some transitions.
The latter effect is the result of the spatial separation of the

hole envelope functions of the states involved in the transi-
tions. The effects of the magnetic field onuMiu2 and associ-
atedEif , shown in Figs. 4scd and 4sdd, are similar to the case
for s-polarization, and similar values of the matrix element
squared are obtained. The values of the largest transition ma-
trix elements displayed in Fig. 4 are similar fors- and
p-polarized light, but the transition energies differ. For
s-polarized light, energies of the transition 1□ is close to
40 meV, while the transitions marked 2□ and 3□ are close to
200 meV, which is near the energy continuum. Here we note
that discrete-to-continuum transitions in quantum wells by
rule result in a lower absorption coefficient than the discrete-
to-discrete transitions. For the large transition matrix element
in quantum dots, however, not only the spatial localization of
the envelope functions need to be appropriate, but also the
hole orbital momenta should be favorable. In other words,
the transition matrix elements to the highly localized states in
the dot may be reduced by the selection rules. Other states
positioned near the energy continuum, where considerable
spill-over of the envelope function in the matrix occurs, are
then the only ones which contribute to the absorption.

The three largestsat B=0d values ofuM'u2 for the total
angular momentum of the initial state 3" /2 in Ge/Si
SAQD’s, shown in Fig. 5sad, vary like those in the
InAs/GaAs SAQD’s, although they are substantially larger,
and the transition energies shown in Fig. 5sad split by similar
amountfcompare Figs. 5sbd and 4sbdg. However, the transi-
tion energies are higher anduM'u2 is larger here, which may
be ascribed to the better confinement in Ge/Si SAQD’s. Fig-
ures 5scd and 5sdd showuMiu2 andEif in the Ge/Si SAQD for
p-polarized light.

B. Intersublevel absorption spectrum

The absorption spectrum is affected by the demonstrated
variation of the transition matrix elements and the energies in
the external magnetic field. The homogeneously broadened
absorption lines in the InAs/GaAs quantum dots for
s-polarized light in the low-energys0,"v,120 meVd and
high-energys120 meV,"v,200 meVd ranges are shown
in Figs. 6sad and 6sbd, respectively, while the absorption for
p-polarized light and homogeneous broadening is shown in
Fig. 6scd, respectively. A few highest absorption lines are
explicitly labeled in the figures. The relatively long relax-
ation time and zero-dimensional character of the holes bring
about narrow absorption lines. Fors-polarized light, the
dominant peak atEif =37.35 meV is due to the 1S+3/2

+

−1P+5/2
+ and 1S−3/2

− −1P−5/2
− transitions, ranked 1□ in Table II,

which is almost merged with the 1S+3/2
+ −1S+1/2

+ and 1S−3/2
−

−1S−1/2
− pair of transitions. In the range between 120 and

200 meV, there exist a few absorption peaks with an order of
magnitude lower absorption than the peaks positioned below
40 meV. The absorption near 200 meV corresponds to tran-
sitions to levels which are near the top of the valence band in
the matrix, where the result may be modified by the presence
of the wetting layer, which was not included in our theoret-
ical model. The largest contribution for 120 meV,Eif
,200 meV is found from the 1S+3/2

+ −6S+1/2
+ sranked 2□ in

Table IId, 1S+3/2
+ −3S+1/2

+ , and 1S+3/2
+ −7S+1/2

+ sranked 3□ in

TABLE III. The same as in Table II, but forp-polarized
light.

Eif uMiu2

Rank Transition smeVd s10−3 eV2 nm2d

1, 1□ 1S+3/2
+ −4S+3/2

− 148.90 4.95

2 1P+5/2
+ −4P+5/2

− 148.18 4.18

3 1S+1/2
+ −3S+1/2

− 111.59 3.30

2□ 1S+3/2
+ −5S+3/2

− 190.05 2.79

3□ 1S+3/2
+ −2S+3/2

− 128.19 1.72

TABLE IV. The same as in Table II, but for Ge/Si SAQD.

Eif uM'u2

Rank Transition smeVd s10−3 eV2 nm2d

1 1P+5/2
+ −3S+3/2

+ 186.45 21.85

2, 1□ 1S+3/2
+ −3S+1/2

+ 193.40 18.25

3 1S+1/2
+ −3S−1/2

+ 181.33 17.91

2□ 1S+3/2
+ −1P+5/2

+ 40.74 5.60

3□ 1S+3/2
+ −11S+1/2

+ 625.74 3.79
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Table IId transitions and their Kramers counterparts. The
fourth and fifth bright absorption line arise due to the
1S+3/2

+ −4S+1/2
+ and 1S+3/2

+ −4P+5/2
+ transitions, which are lo-

cated atEif =157 meV andEif =182 meV. Forp-polarized
light, the brightest line is due to the transitions 1S−3/2

−

−4S−3/2
+ and 1S+3/2

+ −4S−3/2
− suMiu2 marked 1□ in Table IIId. A

lower effective cross section is computed at 190 meV, where
the transitions 1S+3/2

+ −5S+3/2
− and 1S−3/2

− −5S−3/2
+ , whoseuMiu2

is seconds 2□d in magnitude in Table III, take place. The third
absorption peak is found at 128 meV and it arises from the
transitions 1S+3/2

+ −2S+3/2
− and 1S−3/2

− −2S−3/2
+ smarked 3□ in

Table IIId.
Since the magnetic field reduces the matrix element of

one of the Kramers degenerate transitions, the other starts to
contribute to the absorption, as shown by the dashed line in
the left part of Fig. 6sad. Furthermore, the absorption lines in
the energy range"v,40 meV are redshifted with respect to
their positions atB=0. In fact, the 1S−3/2

− −1P−5/2
− transition

produces the highest absorption line, positioned at 32.1 meV,
while the second peak is found from the 1S+3/2

+ −1S+1/2
+ tran-

sition, and it is positioned at 20.4 meV, which is already in
the far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Thus, the magnetic field may shift the absorption lines in
QDIP to energies below the optical phonon resonance in bulk
s,36 meVd. This energy range is interesting for the THz
detectors, which was recently discussed for the case of quan-
tum wells.38 For p-polarized light, depicted by the dashed
line in Fig. 6scd, the magnetic field of 40 T slightly redshifts
the dominant absorption lines. Because of the reduced ab-
sorption on its Kramers counterpart, we found that the ab-
sorption line at 160 meV in Fig. 6scd originates only from
the 1S−3/2

− −3S−3/2
+ transition, butuMiu2 is enlarged consider-

ably fsee Fig. 4scdg, therefores in this peak is larger than at
B=0. Another peak, positioned at"v=192 meV for B
=40 T, arises from both the 1S+3/2

+ −5S+3/2
− and 1S−3/2

−

−5S−3/2
+ transitionsslabeled 2□ in Table IIId, which are very

close to each other, and does not shift tremendously when the
magnetic field increases, as Fig. 4sdd shows.

If the inhomogeneous broadening is taken into account,
the low energy absorption lines overlap to dominate in the
energy spectrum fors-polarized light, therefores increases

TABLE V. The same as in Table II, but for Ge/Si SAQD and
p-polarized light.

Eif uMiu2

Rank Transition smeVd s10−3 eV2 nm2d

1 3D−7/2
+ −8D−7/2

− 332.99 51.56

2 1S−1/2
+ −7S−1/2

− 358.72 48.60

3 1S−3/2
+ −8S−3/2

− 371.29 41.62

1□ 1S+3/2
+ −4S+3/2

− 300.85 38.03

2□ 1S+3/2
+ −8S+3/2

− 462.85 9.11

3□ 1S+3/2
+ −9S+3/2

− 591.28 5.64

FIG. 3. sColor onlined sad The effective potentials for thehh
sblue lined, the lh sred lined, and the so band sgreen lined in
InAs/GaAs SAQD, where the dot radius isR=8 nm, and the height
is h=3 nm. The probability densities ofsad the 1S+3/2

+ state,sbd the
1P+5/2

+ state, andscd the 4S+3/2
− state. The states displayed insbd and

scd have the largest transition matrix elements for the initial 1S+3/2
+

state atB=0 in the case ofs- andp-polarized light. The dot bound-
ary is indicated by the solid white line.

FIG. 4. The dominant transition matrix elementssleft paneld and
the transition energiessright paneld in the valence band of
InAs/GaAs single quantum dot as they vary with the magnetic
field. Parity of the states is symbolically denoted by + and − sign,
while the full state’s symmetry is shown in Tables II and III. The
three transitions fors-polarizationsupper paneld, sad uM'u2, sbd Eif .
The three transitions forp-polarizationslower paneld, scd uMiu2, sbd
Eif .
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considerably as"v decreases below 40 meV, while no large
transition matrix elements withEif ,40 meV, allows to de-
cay as"v tends to zero. For the two polarizations, the ab-
sorption spectra do not differ much atB=0, ands has simi-
lar values in the peaks, which are separated by a rather small
amount of photon energy. These absorption peaks are located
at 179 and 142 meV fors- and p-polarized light, respec-
tively. The enlargement of some transition matrix elements
by the magnetic field, makes the absorption spectrum wider,
while the height of the absorption peaks lower only slightly.
At B=40 T, the absorption peak fors-polarized light is red-
shifted by 19 meV, while the absorption peak forp-polarized
light is blueshifted by 5 meV. These changes might be in-
ferred from Figs. 6sad and 6sbd.

The different features in the homogeneously broadened
absorption spectra of Ge/Si SAQD’s are of similar origin as
those found in InAs/GaAs SAQD’s. This is also shown by
the explicit labels of the transition lines in Figs. 7sad–7scd.
Furthermore,s for "v,40 meV andB=0 exhibit peaks of
comparable magnitude to those in InAs/GaAs SAQD’s, al-
though much largeruM'u2 and uMiu2 were found in Ge/Si
SAQD’s. This is a consequence of the absence of strong
transition matrix elements which include the 1S±3/2

± state in
this energy range. The dominant peak fors-polarized light at
40.8 meV, shown in Fig. 7sad, arises from the 1S+3/2

+

−1P+5/2
+ and 1S−3/2

− −1P−5/2
− transitions. It is separated by a

few meV from the absorption line due to the 1S+3/2
+ −1S+1/2

+

and 1S−1/2
− −1S−1/2

− transitions. We previously found that these
four transitions merge in InAs/GaAs SAQD’s to form the
brightest absorption line below 40 meV. On the high energy
side in Fig. 7sad s,200 meVd, the absorption peak is posi-
tioned at 192 meV and arises from the 1S+3/2

+ −3S+1/2
+ and

1S−3/2
− −3S−3/2

− transitions. For still higher energies, there exist
absorption lines with much lower oscillator strength. In the
low energy ranges"v,350 meVd, shown in Fig. 7sbd,
p-polarized light is dominantly absorbed by means of the

1S+3/2
+ −4S+3/2

− and 1S−3/2
− −4S−3/2

+ transitions, which was also
found for InAs/GaAs SAQD’s, but here the peak ofs is
located at 300 meV as shown in Fig. 7. At photon energies
"v.350 meV, there are several resonances, displayed in
Fig. 7scd, which are mostly due to the transitions between the
populated 1S±3/2

± and empty 1S73/2
7 states with high principal

quantum number. But, as enabled by the close Fermi level to
the initial 1S+1/2

+ statefsee Fig. 2sbdg, the 1S+1/2
+ −7S+1/2

− tran-
sition matrix element, located atEif =385 meV gives a non-
negligible absorption line. When compared with the
InAs/GaAs SAQD’s, all absorption lines are shifted to
higher energies, which we attribute to the largervb offset in
the Ge/Si SAQD’s.

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 4, but for the three dominant transi-
tions in Ge/Si quantum dots. The symmetry of the states is shown
in Tables IV and V.s-polarizationsupper paneld, sad uM'u2, sbd the
transition energiesEif . p-polarizationslower paneld, scd uMiu2, sdd
Eif .

FIG. 6. The intersublevel absorption spectra in InAs/GaAs self-
assembled quantum dots atB=0 ssolid linesd andB=40 T sdashed
linesd. s-polarization and homogeneous broadening forsad 0 meV
,"v,120 meV and sbd 120 meV,"v,200 meV. scd
p-polarization and homogeneous broadening.sdd The case of inho-
mogeneous broadening. The highest absorption lines are explicitly
labeled.
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For nonzero magnetic field, the positions of the absorp-
tion lines below 40 meV, shown by the dashed curve in Fig.
7sad, decrease. On the high energy sides,200 meVd, the
main contribution to the absorption line positioned at
193 meV arises from the 1S+3/2

+ −3S+3/2
+ and 1S−3/2

− −3S−3/2
−

transitions. The magnetic field splits the dominant absorption
line for p-polarized light at"v=300 meV, shown in Fig.
7sbd, into two lines, separated by 12 meV. At the high-
energy side of the photon energy, the absorption of
p-polarized light, shown in Fig. 7scd, exhibit a few changes
related to the changes of the transition energies between the
relevant states, but no large increase of the absorption and
only small energy shifts of the absorption lines are observed.

The inhomogeneous broadening smears out the large
changes observed in the absorption spectra in Figs.
7sad–7scd. As shown in Fig. 7sdd, the low-energy transitions
increase the absorption ofs-polarized light as"v tends to
zero, while no similar variation is found forp-polarized
light. Furthermore, as the result of a large band offset, sev-
eral absorption peaks in the near-infrared region are found
for both polarizations. Splitting of the transition energies in
the magnetic field and their increase, slightly blueshifts the
main absorption peaks. Furthermore, the absorption peak
near 126 meVfsee the thick dashed line in Fig. 7sddg rises by
means of the magnetic field, which is attributed to the red-
shift of the low-energy transition energies by the finite mag-
netic field.

Let us briefly compare qualitatively the results of our cal-
culation with the measurements performed on lens-shaped
InAs/GaAs quantum dots, which have slightly different size,
but similar volume as adopted heresaround 600 nm3d. The
absorption peaks fors- and p-polarized light at 165 and
around 110 meV, respectively, were measured using inter-
subband spectroscopy,5,6 while for the same polarizations
179 and 142 meV are computed in our model for zero mag-
netic field. We find that the mutual position of the two peaks
are well reproduced in our model. The discrepancy between
theory and experiment arises due to the different geometry
and shapes of SAQD’s which were used. Fors-polarized
light, the single band model used in Ref. 6 demonstrated the
existence of transitions at 133 and 188 meV, but failed to
reproduce thes-polarized transition at 165 meV, which was
tentatively ascribed to the position of the absorption peak in
Ref. 6. In our multibandk ·p calculation, we observe more
than two absorption lines, namely at 150, 157, 182, and
188 meV. Therefore, our model indicates that the position of
the inhomogeneously broadened absorption peak does not
coincide with any bright line, but is a result of the overlap of
a few of them. We conclude that our modelswithout using
any fitting parameterd produces important refinements to the
simple single-band model, and offers plausible results which
compare favorably with experiment. At this moment, to the
best of our knowledge, no experimental results on the mag-
netic field dependence of the hole intersublevel transitions in
SAQD’s, are available, and consequently our theoretical re-
sults may be considered as predictions.

V. CONCLUSION

The intersublevel absorption spectrum inp-type cylindri-
cal InAs/GaAs and Ge/Si self-assembled quantum dots in
the presence of an external magnetic field perpendicular to
the dot’s base was calculated. The strain and the large effec-
tive mass of heavy holes favors the population offz= ±3/2
states by holes, therefore they chiefly contribute to the ab-
sorption. The homogeneously broadened sharp absorption
lines fors- andp-polarized light are found in the midinfrared
spectral range. When inhomogeneous broadening is active,
the low-energy transition matrix elements between the
highest-energyvb states which differ by ±1 infz increase the
absorption of thes-polarized light in the far-infrared range.
The absence of similar peaks forp-polarized light leads to a

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 6, but now for a Ge/Si single
quantum dot. The case of inhomogeneous broadening forsad
s-polarization, sbd p-polarization in the energy range 280 meV
,"v,350 meV, and scd p-polarization in the energy range
380 meV,"v,650 meV.sdd The absorption for inhomogeneous
broadening and for boths- andp-polarized light.
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decay of the spectrum for the effective cross section when
the photon energy decreases. Such difference in the response
for s- and p-polarized light is a consequence of the small
height and the large radius of the quantum dots, for which
the ground states of differentfz sfavorable for the absorption
of s-polarized lightd are close to each other. The magnetic
field removes Kramers degeneracy between transition matrix
elements and their energies, and mostly increases one coun-
terpart of the Kramers pair and decreases the other. In the
InAs/GaAs SAQD, the redshift of the low-energy transitions
and the increase of their matrix elements causes a redshift of
the inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectrum for
s-polarized light. On the contrary, transition energies for
p-polarized light are blueshifted by the magnetic field and a
few of them have comparably large magnitudes, which leads
to the blueshift and widening of the inhomogeneously broad-
ened absorption line. In Ge/Si SAQD, a few distinct peaks
located in the near-infrared region of the electromagnetic
spectrum are found.

Our theory explains the experimental absorption spectra
as to be a result of the overlap of several optical transitions.
Furthermore, the transition energies found in our calculation
agree well with previously published single-band
calculations,6 but ourk ·p-based model disclose more details
in the absorption spectra ofp-type doped SAQD’s. Even
though, the fabricated SAQD’s have different geometry and
size sbut the same volumed, a favorable comparison with
experiment was established. Moreover, by reducing the
spread of the dot’s size during the growth, we showed that
the absorption may be shifted towards the THz spectral
range. The advantage ofp-type quantum dots is the existence
of a large number of energy levels, which may be shifted by
the magnetic field to enhance the absorption in certain ranges
of photon energies.
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APPENDIX A: MATRIX ELEMENTS
OF THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX

We expand theC functions given in Eq.s6d in products of
the r-dependent functions

gnsldsrd =
Î2

Rt

1

uJul u+1sknsldRtdu
Jlsknsldrd. sA1d

and functions which depend onz,

fm
+ szd =

1
ÎHz

cosSmp

2Hz
zD, m= 1,3,5, . . . , sA2ad

fm
− szd =

1
ÎHz

sinSmp

2Hz
zD, m= 2,4,6 . . . . sA2bd

The parts of the Hamiltonian matrix elements which origi-
nate from Hs and V are computed numerically, whileHk
allows some analytical work. Each linear combination inHk,
denoted hereafter byh, is constant within the dot and also in
the matrix, but has a steplike variation at the boundary. Con-
sequently, matrix elements ofHk consist of boundary terms
originating from the derivatives ofh and those whereh is a
scaling function. The expression for the latter reads

Mh,i,j = hmmrm,imzm,j + shd − hmdmrd,imzd,j . sA3d

The subscripts in the one-dimensional matrix elementsm re-
fer to the coordinatesr or zd, the domain of integrationsm
anddd, and the type of the matrix element, listed in Table VI.

The parts of the Hamiltonian matrix elements, which arise
from the variation ofh at the dot-matrix interface, depend on
one of the following functions:

Dr,0 = − Rgn8sl8dsRdgnsldsRd, sA4ad

Dr,1 = − Rgn8sl8dsRdUdgnsld

dr
U

r=R
, sA4bd

Dz,0 = fm8s− ddfms− dd − fm8s+ ddfms+ dd, sA4cd

Dz,1 = fm8s− ddUdfm
dz
U

−d
− fm8sddUdfm

dz
U

+d
. sA4dd

TABLE VI. Matrix elements betweeng and f functions used in
the calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix.

Type Expression

mr,1 kgn8sl8du
]

]r
ugnsldl

mr,2 kgn8sl8du
1

r
ugnsldl

mr,3 kgn8sl8d ur ugnsldl

mr,4 kgn8sl8du
]2

]r2ugnsldl

mr,5 kgn8sl8du
1

r

]

]r
ugnsldl

mr,6 kgn8sl8du
1

r2ugnsldl

mr,7 kgn8sl8d ugnsldl

mr,8 kgn8sl8dur2ugnsldl

mr,9 kgn8sl8dur
]

]r
ugnsldl

mz,0 kfm8 u fml

mz,1 kfm8u
d

dz
ufml

mz,2 kfm8u
d2

dz2ufml
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1. Matrix elements due toEhh, Elh, Eso,
and Qk [Eqs. (3a)–(3d) and (3f)]

All diagonal matrix elements of the multiband Hamil-
tonian andQk may be written as

Dk = hrskx
2 + ky

2d + hzkz
2, sA5d

where hr and hz are the multiplying coefficients. It is
straightforward to prove

kx
2 + ky

2 = k+k− +
1

lc
2 . sA6d

By using Eq.s5d, the r dependent part of the operatorD
takes the form

Dr = hrskx
2 + ky

2d → − hr

]2

]r2 −
hr

r

]

]r
−

hr

r2

]2

]w2 −
]hr

]r

]

]r

+ hr

r2

4lc
4 − − i

hr

lc
2

]

]r
. sA7d

The matrix element ofDr is given by

MDr
= kl8n8m8uDrulnml = dl−l8S− Mhr,4,0− Mhr,5,0+ l2Mhr,5,0

+
1

lc
2Mhr,7,0+

1

4lc
4Mhr,8,0− shrd − hrmdDr,1mzd,0D ,

sA8d

where l and l8 denotes the order of the Bessel functions,n
andn8 are indices of the zeros of Bessel functions, andm and
m8 are the indices of sin/cos expansion functions for thez
direction.

The z dependent part ofDk,

Dz = hzkz
2 → −

]hz

]z

]

]z
− hz

]2

]z2 , sA9d

produces the matrix element

MDz
= kl8n8m8uDzulnml

= dl−l8f− Mhz,7,2− shzd− hzmdDz,1mrd,7g. sA10d

2. Matrix elements due toSk [Eq. (3i)]

In order to computeSk defined in Eq.s3id, we use Eq.s5d,
and employ symmetrization, to obtain

Sk =
"2

2m0

Î6

2
e−iwS−

r

2lc
2

]g3

]z
−

]g3

]z

]

]r
+

i

r

]

]w

]g3

]z
− 2g3

r

2lc
2

]

]z

−
]g3

]r

]

]z
+

2i

r
g3

]2

]w ] z
− 2g3

]2

]r ] z
D . sA11d

The matrix element is given by

kl8n8m8uSkulnml =
"2

2m0

Î6

2
dl−1−l8o

i=1

7

MSi, sA12d

where

MS1 = −
1

2lc
2sg3d − g3mdDz,0mrd,3, sA13ad

MS2 = − sg3d − g3mdDz,0mrd,1, sA13bd

MS3 = − lsg3d − g3mdDz,0mrd,2, sA13cd

MS4 = −
1

lc
2Mg3,3,1, sA13dd

MS5 = − sg3d − g3mdDr,0mzd,1, sA13ed

MS6 = − 2lMg3,2,1, sA13fd

MS7 = − 2Mg3,1,1. sA13gd

3. Matrix elements due toRk [Eq. (3h)]

The Rk matrix element in Eq.s2d in cylindrical coordi-
nates is given by

Rk =
"2

2m0

Î3e−i2wS−
r2

4lc
4ḡ −

r

2lc
2

]ḡ

]r
+

1

r
ḡ

]

]r
−

r

lc
2ḡ

]

]r
−

]ḡ

]r

]

]r

− ḡ
2i

r2

]

]w
+

i

lc
2ḡ

]

]w
+

i

r

]ḡ

]r

]

]w
− ḡ

]2

]r2 +
ḡ

r2

]2

]w2

+
2i

r
ḡ

]2

]w ] r
D , sA14d

whereḡ=sg2+g3d /2. Matrix elements due to theRk operator
in the multiband Hamiltonian are composed of the nine
terms,

kl8n8m8uRkulnml =
"2

2m0

Î3dl−2−l8o
i=1

9

MRi, sA15d

which are given by

MR1 = −
1

4lc
4Mḡ,8,0, sA16ad

TABLE VII. The four overlap matrices fors-polarized light.

k O'k Q'k

1 fG'O 0

0 G'O
gj sinsu−wd

2 f 0 C'O

−C'O 0 gg2j−f 0 C'O

C'O 0 gg3y sinsu+wd

3 fG'O 0

0 G'O
giy cossu−wd

4 f 0 C'O

C'O 0 gig3j+f 0 −C'O

C'O 0 gig2y cossu+wd
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MR2 = −
1

2lc
2sḡd − ḡmdRDr,0mzd,0, sA16bd

MR3 = s1 – 2ldMḡ,5,0, sA16cd

MR4 = −
1

lc
2Mḡ,9,0, sA16dd

MR5 = − sḡd − ḡmdDr,1mzd,0, sA16ed

MR6 = ls2 − ldMḡ,6,0, sA16fd

MR7 = −
l

lc
2Mḡ,7,0, sA16gd

MR8 = − sḡd − ḡmd
l

R
Dr,0mzd,0, sA16hd

MR9 = − Mḡ,4,0. sA16id

APPENDIX B: OVERLAP AND DIPOLE MATRICES

All overlap and dipole matrices depend only on three op-
eratorsuM'u2 and uMzu2,

j =
"2

2m0
S2

i

r

]

]w
−

r

lc
2D , sB1d

y =
"2

m0

]

]r
, sB2d

and

z =
"2

2m0
kz. sB3d

Furthermore, the overlap and diagonal matrices are separated
into the 333 block-matrices.

1. s-polarization

For s-polarization we define

G'O = 3sg1 + g2d 0 0

0 sg1 − g2d Î2g2

0 Î2g2 g1
4 , sB4d

C'O = 3 0 − Î3 −Î6

Î3 0 0

Î6 0 0
4 , sB5d

D'P = 30 2Î3 −Î6

0 0 0

0 0 0
4 , sB6d

and

K'P = 30 0 0

0 0 3Î2

0 − 3Î2 0
4 . sB7d

The overlap matrices and dipole matrices are shown in
Tables VII and VIII, respectively.

2. p-polarization

For p-polarized light, we define

GiP = 3− sg1 − 2g2d 0 0

0 − sg2 + 2g2d 2Î2g2

0 2Î2g2 − g1
4 , sB8d

DiO = 30 − Î3 Î3/2

0 0 0

0 0 0
4 , sB9d

and

KiO = 30 0 0

0 0 − 3/Î2

0 3/Î2 0
4 . sB10d

The overlap matrices forp-polarized light are given in
Table IX. The dipole matrix forp-polarized light is given by

Pi = 2FGiP 0

0 GiP
Gz. sB11d

APPENDIX C: THE SELECTION RULES
FOR THE ORBITAL MOMENTUM

In the axially symmetric model of the electronic structure,
there exist a set of selection rules, due to the dependence of

TABLE VIII. The dipole matrices fors-polarized light.

k P'k F'k

1 fD'P K'P

0 D'P
T gg3z exps−iwd

2 f D'P
T 0

−K'P D'P
gg3z exps+iwd

TABLE IX. The overlap matrices forp-polarized light.

k Oik Qik

1 fDiO KiO

0 DiO
T gig3s−j+yd exps−iwd

2 f DiO
T 0

−KiO DiO
gig3sj+yd exps+iwd
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the wave function on the polar angle. We also imposed averaging with respect to the polar angle of light polarization, which
provides a set of selection rules for the envelope orbital momenta of the states which take part in the transition,

Dsud =
1

43
dl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8−u

dl j8,l j−udl
j8
8 ,l j8+u dl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8−u

− idl j8,l j−udl
j8
8 ,l j8−u − idl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8+u dl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8−u

idl j8,l j−udl
j8
8 ,l j8+u idl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8−u dl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8+u dl j8,l j−udl

j8
8 ,l j8−u

4 . sC1d

Here,d is the Kronecker symbol,u takes the values +1 and −1 in Eq.s16d, andk labels the overlap matrix as shown in the
leftmost column of Table VII.

The products of the component dipole matrix elements and the overlap matrix elements are selected by the rules arranged
into the matrix,

L =
1

23
idl j8,l j+1dl

j8
8 ,l j8

− idl j8,l j−1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

idl j8,l j−1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

− idl j8,l j+1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

dl j8,l j+1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

dl j8,l j−1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

dl j8,l j−1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

dl j8,l j+1dl
j8
8 ,l j8

4 . sC2d
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